The School of Medicine (Building 30) is located on Goldsmith Avenue at the Campbelltown Campus of the University of Western Sydney. Take the Narellan Rd Exit off the M5 and enter the UWS campus from the right lane. Turn right at the roundabout, follow the road and turn left at the T-intersection. Follow this road to the car park opposite the School of Medicine. Trains to Macarthur (Airport Line) can be accessed from Town Hall, Central and the Airport. The School of Medicine is a 3 min walk from Macarthur Station.
The inaugural UWS Sensory Neuroscience Symposium brings together scientists working in a diverse range of fields, linked by a common goal of increasing our understanding of how sensory information is processed by the peripheral and central nervous systems.

The Keynote Lecture, “The neural encoding of itch”, will be given by Prof Robert LaMotte from Yale University, USA. Invited speakers from around Australia include:

Trevor Allen Monash U
Ingvars Birznieks NeuRA
Ehsan Arabzadeh UNSW
Alan Brichta Newcastle U
Bob Callister Newcastle U
Morven Cameron UWS
Ian Curthoys Sydney U
Bogdan Dreher Sydney U
James Fallon Bionic Ear Inst
Richard Fitzpatrick NeuRA
Justin Harris Sydney U
Gary Housley UNSW
Luke Henderson Sydney U
Michael Ibbotson ANU
Kevin Keay Sydney U
Trevor Lamb ANU
Rebecca Lim Newcastle U
David Mahns UWS
Paul Martin Sydney U
Scott McDonald UNSW
Americo Migliaccio NeuRA
Brendan O’Brien ANU
Sharon Oleskevich Garvan
Kirk Olsen UWS
Carl Parsons UWS
Jacqueline Phillips Macquarie U
Uwe Proske Monash U
Dario Protti Sydney U
Ramesh Rajan Monash U
Marcello Rosa Monash U
David Ryugo Garvan
André van Schaik Sydney U
Tatjana Seizova-Cajic Sydney U
Catherine Stevens UWS
Janet Taylor NeuRA
Richard Vickery UNSW
Bruce Walmsley ANU
Lee Walsh NeuRA